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IMPACT OF GST ON INDIAN INDUSTRY AND CHALLENGES IN

IMPLEMENTATION OF GST 

INTRODUCTION TO GOODS AND SERVICE TAX

Goods and Services Tax (GST) is an indirect tax which was introduced in India on 1 July 2017

and  was  applicable  throughout,  replacing  multiple  cascading  taxes  levied  by

the central and state governments. It was introduced as The Constitution Act 2017, following

the passage of Constitution 122nd Amendment Bill. The GST is governed by a GST Council and

its Chairman is the Finance Minister of India. Under GST, goods and services are taxed as per

the  following  rates,  0%,  5%,  12%,  18% and  28%. The  Goods  and  Services  Tax  (G.S.T.)  was  a

landmark step taken by the Government of India to introduce a more effective tax regime and thereby

to boost the GDP.

GST is a win-win situation for the entire country. It brings benefits to all the stakeholders of

the industry, government and the consumer.  It will lower the cost of goods and services to

give a boost to the economy and make the products and services globally competitive. By

subsuming most of the central and state taxes into a single tax and by allowing a set-off of

prior-stage taxes for the transactions across the entire value chain, it would mitigate the ill

effects of cascading and improve competitiveness and liquidity of the businesses.

GST will be applicable to all dealers whose aggregate turnover in a financial year exceeds INR

2.00 Million (INR 1.00 Million in case of eleven special category states). Separate registration

will be required in every state from where a taxable supply of goods or services is made. This

article covers below some of the provisions of GST that have a crucial impact on the industry

and provides an insightful perspective regarding the same.

Goods and Services Tax (GST) is one indirect tax for the whole country, making India a single

unified common market. In simple words, it is a single tax on the supply of goods and services,

right from the manufacturer to the consumer. It can also be said to be a destination-based tax.



As per the GST Act, credits of input taxes paid at each stage is available in the subsequent

stage of value addition, making GST essentially a tax only on value addition at each stage. The

final consumer thus bears only the GST charged by the last dealer in the supply chain, with set-

off benefits at all the previous stages.

GST  was  launched  by  President  Pranab  Mukherjee  in  the  presence  of  Prime

Minister NarendraModi, making it one of the most significant tax reforms introduced in the

history of Independent India’s fiscal evolution since 1947. The GST does away with the multi-

layered tax regime that existed in the country until June 30, 2017. The GST, thus, would have a

singular impact on the economic growth of the country and the way business is done in India.

The new tax regime is set to achieve the following in coming years:

 GST will replace multiple taxes by a singular tax, making compliance easier.

 GST will  reduce the number of tax rates substantially.  This will  make life of traders

easier and tax disputes lesser.

 With GST, tax compliance process will become uniform as a singular IT portal will be

available where business and government agencies can interact. This will also reduce

human interaction and brought transparency in operations.

 As  most  of  the  taxed  would  be  creditable,  traders  won’t  have  to  take  business

decisions on the basis  of  tax  considerations.  This  will  bring an overall  efficiency in

business operations.

 The GST will substantially reduce Electronic filing and online credit matching.

 The GST would boost honest businesses.

WHY IS GST REQUIRED?

Currently there are different VAT laws in different states. This creates problems, especially

when businesses sell to different states. Also, most businesses have to pay and comply with 3

different  taxes  –  excise,  VAT,  and service  tax.  GST  will  bring  uniform taxation  across  the

country and allow full tax credit from the procurement of inputs and capital goods which can

later  be  set  off  against  GST  output  liability.  This  reform  gives  equal  footing  to  the  big



enterprises as well  as SMEs.  The aim of  GST is  thus to simplify tax hurdles for the entire

economy.

WHO WILL HAVE TO PAY GST?

GST will be paid by all manufacturers and sellers. It will also be paid by service providers such

as telecom providers, consultants, chartered accountants etc. However, being an indirect tax,

GST will be ultimately borne by the end consumers, just like in the current process.

WHAT  KIND  OF  GST  WILL  BE  IMPLEMENTED  IN  INDIA?

India will  implement the Canadian model of Dual GST, i.e.,  both the Centre and State will

collect  GST.  There  will  be  3  types  of  GST:

CGST-  Collected  by  Centre

SGST-  Collected  by  State

IGST- Applicable on inter-state sales. It will help in smooth transfer between states and the

Centre.

GST WOULD ALSO BOOST GOVERNMENT REVENUE: 

First,  because  of  the  phasing  out  of  exemptions  and  the  creation  of  an  audit  trail  of

transactions along the entire value chain, buyers will purchase goods and services only from a

compliant supplier (to avail of full credit of taxes on input/intermediates).

Second, as both the Centre and the states will tax concurrently a common taxable base, dual

monitoring by both will improve compliance and boost revenues.

Third, services will bear a higher incidence of duty post GST, sharing a greater proportion of

the tax burden -- the rate effect.



Fourth, as the taxable event in the GST shifts from ‘manufacture’ to ‘supply of goods’ more

value addition in manufacturing will come into the tax net.

Today, even though these are supposed to be covered under service tax, in practice they fall

between the cracks in ‘goods’ and ‘services’ -- the base effect will operate in manufacturing.

Finally, the GST Network that will provide the IT backbone for the tax has ‘invoice-matching’

features built  into it.  The application software now being developed by Infosys will  match

supplier information furnished in the return with the purchaser’s details.

IMPACT OF GST ON VARIOUS SECTORS

1.REAL ESTATE SECTOR

Real estate industry in India in the recent past has seen a phenomenal growth. The industry is

at  the  point  of  increased  regulations,  with  bills  such  as  the  Real  Estate  (Regulation  and

Development) Bill, pending for approval in the side lines. GST is another development that will

have  a  significant  impact  on  this  sector.  The aim of  the government  is  transparency  and

simplicity in real estate market. GST is expected to be a sentiment booster for the industry and

will seek to revive buyer and investor interest by bringing more transparency in taxation. As

the perception of the sector is said to have improved, the prices are likely to drop.

For the residential real estate sector, the implementation of GST will definitely be a positive

sentiment booster among property buyers. GST may not be instrumental in bringing down the



prices  of  residential  real  estate  over  the  short  term.  However,  it  will  benefit  all  the

stakeholders of the residential real estate sector, as the perception of the sector will improve

on the back of a simplified tax structure and accountability being fixed at every stage.  A simple

and transparent  tax  applied on the purchase price is  the biggest  take-  away for property

buyers.  Under  the  GST  regime,  all  under-construction  properties  will  be  charged  at  12%

(excluding stamp duty and registration charges). It will not apply to completed and ready-to-

move-in projects,  as there are no indirect taxes applicable in the sale of such properties. 

VAT (with rates differing from one state to another) and Service Tax together accounted for 7-

9% of  the ticket  price  for  a  residential  property,  which is  3-4% lower  than the GST rate.

However, due to information asymmetry, consumers were largely unaware of how VAT and

service tax are calculated - definitely, the entire tax calculation was too complex for laypeople

to  understand.   

The implementation of GST makes the calculation much simpler, since the buyer has to pay

only a single Goods and Services Tax. Also, the builder must pass on the benefit of the price

reduction he enjoys due to input tax credit to the buyer. GST will eliminate all the other taxes,

and the benefit of being able to claim input tax credit can also improve developers' profit

margins. Major construction materials have not seen a major change in tax rate.  

2. FAST MOVING CONSUMER GOODS SECTOR

The new Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime will bring several benefits for the economy, and

could  particularly  vitalise  the  fast-moving  consumer  goods  (FMCG)  industry. Apart  from

driving supply chain efficiencies, bringing untaxed players into the tax net—a large section of

the industry still  operates in the unorganized segment— will level the playing field for the

larger, established players in the industry. However, the GST rate structure shows that not all

FMCG companies stand to benefit from the new regime.



GST BENEFICIARIES: 

The rates for various FMCG segments have mostly been along expected lines. Items of mass

consumption—toothpaste, soaps, hair oil—have been put under the 18% tax slab, significantly

lower  than  the  22-24%  tax  rate  they  have  been  paying.  This  is  in  accordance  with  the

government’s stance of keeping tax rates low for mass consumption products. In fact, the GST

rate schedule indicates that nearly 81% of all items are in the 18% tax bracket or below. The

remaining 19% fall in the 28% tax slab.                          

ADVERSELY IMPACTED FIRMS:

Surprisingly, some of the widely consumed products have been placed under the highest tax

slab of 28%—slightly higher than the rate levied earlier.Higher tax rates for detergents and

shampoo  is  a  real  dampener  since  these  are  daily-use,  mass  consumption  items.

Manufacturers  will  have  to  pass  on  the  higher  tax  incidence  these  are  daily-use,  mass

consumption items. However, it will not have much impact on the sale volumes, say analysts.

Most of the items belonging to the premium category have been put under the highest tax

slab of 28%. These include health supplements, skin care, aerated drinks, liquid soap, among

other goods. 

3. MARKETING AND ADVERTISING SECTOR



The levy of GST will have diverse impacts across sectors, and this could impact their ability to

spend on advertising, says EY India. Since, that the law is yet to be finalized, and the report

that  EY has curated is  based on the current  reading of  the law and is  subject to change.

The  firm has  provided a  generic  impact  on  all  such  manufacturers,  service  providers  and

traders below and has provided specific industry impact as well. 

ADVANTAGES OF GST ON MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

As per the model GST law tabled by the Government, expenses incurred on advertising will be

available for input credit on taxes paid on advertisements, however, under current taxation

laws, advertising spend is treated as manufacturing expense and no input credit on sales tax

and VAT is available. On the other hand, the industry is unanimously happy that it will bring

transparency in the system which will benefit everybody.

Marketing activities are not going to change because of GST,  as the focus in marketing is

always customer needs and demands. On the spend level, it would cost you 3% more than

before but with the reduction of tax slab under GST, all sectors will be able to advertise more

in the same budget as cost of advertising will reduce to a large extent. This will however not

be the case immediately. In the short term, the marketing, sales and ad industry is slated to

witness some challenging times too and in long run immense growth sales and marketing is

inevitable.

DIS-ADVANTAGES OF GST ON MARKETING AND ADVERTISING:

While  the  advertising  industry  would  see  ad  spends from  sectors  such  as  petroleum,  e-

commerce,  banking  and  finance  services,  alcohol,  government  organizations,  power  and

utility, education institutions and tour operators after the implementation of GST, said the

report. In terms of types of commerce the advertising budgets of traders will  increase the

maximum  by  15%.  This  is  as  in  GST,  traders  will  get  full  credit  of GST charged  on  the

advertisement spent,  says  the report.  Not  only  this,  each media with their  specific  reach,

frequency and impact are able to segment the market. If the marketer is able to learn this



properly he can use the same to target a specific audience, with specific media’s ability to

reach, generate the frequency and cause an impact.  If  we look at a general  model of the

consumer behavior  then we can  see  there  is  marketing  and other  stimuli  which includes

promotion (which ultimately includes advertising). 

4. TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR

It is widely expected that the advent of GST is likely to lead to a sudden spike in charges for

the  ultimate  consumers  of  telecom  services  that  currently  attract  a  tax  rate  of  15%.

One of the biggest impact areas of GST is the compliance requirements that the tax reform

brings with it. In our previous article, we have explained the concept of Capital Goods under

GST and also Refund process. The Telecom sector, with its mammoth outreach to more than a

billion subscribers cutting across State boundaries, is one of the India’s core economic drivers.

Saddled with high debt pile and need for greater investment, the sector currently faces several

issues on the indirect taxation front as well. In view of this, the sector had huge hopes from

the proposed tax reform.

Impact of GST on the Telecom Sector – Intra-circle termination and Intra-circle

roaming services



Another  aspect  that  gains paramount importance is  the intra-circle termination and intra-

circle  roaming services for  same operator  especially  in  case of  Multi-State  Circles.  TelCos,

presently,  do not even have any mechanism to track intra-Circle termination and roaming

supplies. Further, the valuation aspects need to be specifically addressed in case of such self-

supplies, which seem to come into the tax net in the proposed GST regime. Also, it becomes

imperative that instead of Multi-State registrations, the TelCos are allowed a single PAN-India

registration. While the debate regarding the finalisation of GST rate (18% being suggested by

the report of Chief Economic Advisor) continues to be a talking point. It is widely expected

that the advent of GST is likely to lead to a sudden spike in charges for the ultimate consumers

of telecom services that currently attract a tax rate of 15%.

In absence of uniformity of GST rates across States, issues with regard to pricing of recharge

coupons  for  pre-paid  customers  are  likely  to  crop-up.  Unfortunately,  the  problem  of

inadmissibility of credits  relating to expenditure on passive infrastructure doesn’t  seem to

have been clearly addressed in the draft model GST law and there still remains ample room for

credit blockages in the proposed regime. This not only vitiates the seamless flow of credit, one

of the hallmark principles of GST regime, but also triggers a fresh round of litigation for the

sector.

5. TRANSPORTATION SECTOR

Presently, all 29 states collect taxes at different rates on goods that move across their borders.

As a result, tax on freight is collected multiple times. Also, there are long delays at interstate

checkpoints owing to review by state authorities who examine and apply the relevant taxes

and other  levies.  Truck  delays  are  an  average  5-to-7  hours  at  interstate  checkpoints.  The

planned GST system for transport sector seeks to replace around 15 state and federal taxes

and tariffs for a single tax at the point of sale. GST will, thus, score over the existing regime in

the transport sector.
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Roadways

 Cab rides could get marginally cheaper for customers. The incidence of tax will come

down to 5% from 6% for bookings made on cab aggregators like Ola and Uber.

 100% tax will be payable by E-commerce aggregator under reverse charge mechanism

for service of Radio taxi or Passenger Transport Services provided by a Taxi driver or

Rent-a-cab operator to any person.

 Moreover,  buses  (including  mini-buses)  and  pick-up  vans,  carrying more  than

10individuals, will be subject to no extra cess.

Airways



Under the new regime,

 The tax rate for economy class flight tickets lowered to 5%.

 Business class tickets will attract a higher tax at 12%.

Railways

The transport  sector  is  the most  crucial  part  of  a  business  chain.  Roadways  will  have  an

advantage in GST on short distances while Railways will se the impact on long distance travels.

 Non AC train travel (including in local trains and metro) has been exempt

 AC train travel will  attract 5 %. Ticket prices for AC trains will increase marginally as

current service tax is at 4.5 %.

 The rate is kept low as they will not be allowed Input Tax Credit

6. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECTOR

GST on IT sector will attract 18% on software services provided by software companies. For

purely software services, the cost of such services will increase under GST.

Impact of GST on Businesses

All businesses, large or small are rushing to get their accounting systems and ERPs in sync with

GST. This will mean an increase in infrastructure costs and changes in business systems. Most



large companies have set up teams consisting of their own technical experts, finance experts,

and an expert from their GST software vendor.

Redesigning Business Software

The biggest  hurdle  is  in  changing  the IT  systems which require  coordination  between tax

experts and technology teams. In many cases, some of the ERP software that were provided

by the IT majors have to be redesigned and updated with the new GST rules. Companies are

mainly  upgrading  their  enterprise  resource  planning  (ERP)  and  accounting  software  to

accommodate the complexities of calculating GST. Either they need to upgrade their existing

software to the new version or use specific GST software like the Clear Tax GST.

Software Developers and Sellers

There is  a  race for  all  fintech companies to develop GST software.  GST will  impact  these

companies positively by opening a huge market pan India. Demand for GST software by all the

companies  will  mean  a  huge  boost  to  these  software  developers.  Clear  Tax is  the  first

company in India with live ready-to-use GST software.

Export of Services

Export of information technology is an important source of foreign exchange, with India being

the biggest exporter of IT services. Exports are zero-rated and input taxes paid will be allowed

as a refund. The default rule for place of supply (export of service) is the location of the service

recipient if the address of the recipient is available. So, exporters must ensure that the address

of service recipient can be presented before the authorities on request. The typical IT/ ITES

services which come under the default rule will be software development, BPO operations,

software consultancy, etc.  Apart from these, this rule will  also apply to other services like

software support/ maintenance and intermediary services as there are no exceptions under

GST.

Freelancers

Freelancers offering software services such as designing, app development, website designing

etc., earlier paid a service tax of 15%. This has now increased to 18% under GST. However,

there is some confusion about bloggers being taxable under GST and requiring registering.

Earlier they were not taxable under the service tax.



 CONCLUSION

Implementation of GST is one of the best decisions taken by the Indian government. For the

same reason,  July  1  was  celebrated  as  Financial  Independence  day  in  India  when all  the

Members of Parliament attended the function in Parliament House. The transition to the GST

regime which is accepted by 159 countries would not be easy. Confusions and complexities

were expected and will happen. India, at some point, had to comply with such regime. Though

the structure might not be a perfect one but once in place, such a tax structure will make India

a better economy favorable for foreign investments.  
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